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I am hooked on social enterprise. I realize I am a natural
entrepreneur. I love the ‘thrill of the kill’ ... as long as
nobody gets hurt.”

Origins of a Growth Sector

These are the words of a social enterprise leader
whose business, which employs people from the
margins of society, is surviving, even thriving. Over
the past few years, an increasing number of non-
profit organizations have been turning, like hers, to
social enterprise (SE) to diversify revenues and
enhance services to their population. Despite a
limited history, there is a growing understanding of
what is needed to make SE successful. There is also
a robust debate over the place of SE within the
milieu of civil society, the role of business in
society, and approaches to funding nonprofit
services.1
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The summer 2008 edition of makes repeated
reference to the need to enhance the capacity of the SE sector. As
Colussi and McNair warn us, the SE learning curve could be“a
long one – too long,” and question how we might“bend that
curve steeply upwards.” This paper addresses a critical, if
frequently overlooked source of information for bending that
learning curve: successful social entrepreneurs.

The purpose of some research we conducted in 2007-08 was
to contribute to the growing field of SE by understanding the
background, motive, learning, and perspective of SE leaders.
With this article we are seeking to juxtapose purely for-profit
entrepreneurship with social entrepreneurship in order to
provide insights into capacity-building gaps within the SE sector.

There are many definitions of SE found across the literature. The
label can be applied broadly to any nonprofit that acts in an
“entrepreneurial” fashion or only to those that make a“pure”
profit (i.e., enjoy no additional funding). For the purpose of our
research, we synthesized several definitions and defined SEs
more narrowly as

. Further, we decided
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to conduct in-depth interviews with successful leaders/founders
of employment-based SEs that survived more than three years
in operation (a benchmark of success for for-profit small
business, but with questionable applicability to SE).

This brought us into contact with 11 SE professionals from
across Canada, four women and seven men. Our interviewees
led SEs employing people with vulnerabilities, including youth-
at-risk and people living with a disability, addictions, and/or in
poverty. These operations ranged from 10-50 employees and up
to a million dollars in revenues.

SE is the result of three converging shifts in how the
nonprofit sector functions. government and funders
have moved to value business language, outlook, and approaches
within the nonprofit sector. and sector-wide,
nonprofits are waking up to their economic contribution to
society and learning how to leverage their assets. Finally, the

milieu has moved away from stable, core funding to
project-driven, short-term funding that requires“sustainability”
to be integrated into programming.

Ideologically,

Organizationally,

funding

“Winging it” is not enough

As a result of these sector shifts, an increasing number of
nonprofits are entering the business.“Business enterprise by
nonprofit organizations is one of the least noticed, fastest
growing areas of small business today”. The exact size of the
SE sector is unknown. However, charitable organizations that
engaged in business activities in British Columbia accounted for
almost $4.25 billion in gross revenues or 2.9% of the provincial
GDP in 2002. That compares very favourably with fisheries,
which accounted for $601 million and even with oil and gas,
which generated $4.5 billion in that year.
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The background of social enterprise leaders is
exceptionally varied. No matter where they came
from or what their previous skill set was, all
spoke to the steep learning curve accompanying
SE development, management, & growth.

“
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Beyond these larger societal factors, we find innovators rising to
the challenge of developing, growing, and creating successful SEs.
Where are they rising from? That is the subject of a quiet debate.
Is it better to take social workers and teach them business skills, or
take business persons and teach them to work with marginalized
populations? Two of our interviewees discussed the crux of this
debate for us:

:“I don’t think anyone coming from social
services should be running a social enterprise – it’s the wrong
mix. You need someone with business skills who has compas-
sion, and some social sensitivities but someone with a social
work background cannot run a market-driven business. There
are exceptions, but as a general rule, the two don’t mix.”

:“I thought it would be helpful if I had an
MBA, but I can learn those skills, and when we have worked
with MBA students, they can’t wrap their heads around our
workers.”
In fact, our research indicates that the background of SE

leaders is exceptionally varied, including nursing, fine arts, social
work, real estate development, and beyond. SE leaders tend to be
highly educated and most are recruited from within the nonprofit
world. No matter where they came from or what their previous
skill set was, all spoke to the steep learning curve accompanying
SE development, management, and growth.

Business-first view

Social-first view

Climbing the Learning Curve

SE exists in its own reality between its closest neighbours –
social services and private business. Each of our interviewees
spoke of scrambling to stay afloat and learn the huge combina-
tion of skills required to make their enterprises successful.

People arriving from the business world had to learn the
intricacies of working with and employing people living in the
margins: how to communicate, access resources and support,
develop a different management style, and understand issues
and impacts of poverty/mental illness/disability. They also had
to learn the cost and time required to fully support people to
make significant life changes. The result was a significant shift
in their worldview.

People arriving from the nonprofit sector had to learn about
“good” profit, finances, marketing and sales, forecasting and
future planning, a different management style, and viewing the
needs of the business and customers as equal to the needs of
their employees. Accordingly, they too experienced a significant
shift in their worldview.

Almost everyone also had to gain skills and knowledge in
the specific industry/sector in which they were conducting
business. Their stories of business survival and employment
success are truly inspirational tales of hard work and overcom-
ing great odds. Here are two examples:

“I was promoted to an assistant director role just as employ-
ment standards changed from sheltered work [for people
with disabilities]. I had a community background so I didn’t
understand sheltered workshops and I saw possibilities that
I think that other people didn’t see. I led the conversion of
closing our sheltered workshops … Ideally all people with
disabilities would work in the community but for people
who have spent 25 years in sheltered workshops and hadn’t
gone to school, they wanted to continue and could work at
productive level so we said, OK let’s make it a business …
Now we are employing 39 people … and people are thrilled.”

Résumé : Au pied levé

Certains entrepreneurs sociaux ont créé

des entreprises à succès malgré le

manque de formation et d’expérience

spécifiques à leurs responsabilités. Leur

histoires inspirantes trahissent toutefois

une faiblesse inquiétante à propos du

secteur de l’entreprise sociale : combien

peu de capacité il a pour préparer des

leaders efficaces.

Pour aider à corriger ceci, les

chercheurs ont examiné les antécédents,

les motifs, les apprentissages et les

valeurs des entrepreneurs sociaux qui ont

du succès, et ont juxtaposé leurs qualités

avec ceux des entrepreneurs classiques. La

recherche a ciblé 11 leaders et fondateurs

d’initiatives de développement d’emploi qui

sont en opération depuis plus de trois ans.

Leurs antécédents étaient exception-

nellement variés, incluant les services

sociaux, les affaires et les arts. Tous ont

rencontré une courbe d’assimilation

abrupte qui a été gravie à l’aide d’amis, de

bon sens et de l’essai et l’erreur – à

travers la formation et l’appui spécifique à

l’entreprise sociale.

pas

Les entrepreneurs sociaux ont besoin

d’une gamme de lieux pour acquérir un

mélange unique de compétences : les

affaires générales, le service social, et les

compétences spécifiques à une industrie.

Ce n’est pas assez d’ajouter aux

programmes d’études de gestion existants

des modules d’entreprise sociale. Les

entrepreneurs sociaux sont une sorte

spécifique de professionnels qui requièrent

de la formation sur mesure par rapport à

leurs besoins et livrée au moment qui leur

convient et à leurs employés.

A lack of SE-specific training & support may be
tolerable when SEs are primarily shops opened by
nonprofits looking to enhance their funds or offer
new programming services. If SE is to move beyond
that “boutique” option, asking our professionals to
“wing it” is no longer adequate.



“I was keen to move away from a strategic advisory role as a
consultant and get more involved in business operations. I
tried to do some research to marry hopes to business with
social mandate and make a business that would be successful
… I went to work [in the industry] for a short period of time,
to figure out the job and thought it would be a job that would
appeal to the community I wanted to help, and it was a
fragmented industry in which we could build a brand … more
easily than other markets. I took all I learned in school and
previous jobs and applied it. I did it all, got to know the city
well, and all the ins and outs of the business. Currently, I
employ eight youth-at-risk in the enterprise and made a profit
last year.”
To explain“how they did it,” interviews variously gave credit to

the support of their boards, funders, a strong network of
champions, professional development events, and a driving
determination to succeed. But interviewees also claimed to
have“winged it,” proceeded by trial and error, or to have“learned
along the way.”

Unfortunately, as inspiring an example as these 11 SEs set,
many others try and fail. The reasons for these failures are many.
However, our research indicates that one key factor is the lack of
SE-specific training and support for sector leaders. This gap may
be tolerable when SEs are primarily shops opened by nonprofits

all
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looking to enhance their funds or offer new programming
services. If SE is to grow as a sector and move beyond that
“boutique” option, asking our professionals to“wing it” is no
longer adequate.

One key to progress is a better understanding of entrepre-
neurship and how it differs from the private sector.

concludes that entrepre-
neurs are“

.” Additional literature adds
and to the list of required characteristics. In contrast, the

entrepreneur is defined by a determination to take action
and use innovation to create social change:

“social entrepreneurs combine street pragmatism with
professional skills, visionary insights with pragmatism, an
ethical fibre with tactical thrust. They see opportunities where
others only see empty buildings, unemployable people and
unvalued resources.... Radical thinking is what makes social
entrepreneurs different from simply ‘good’ people. They make
markets work for people, not the other way around, and gain
strength from a wide network of alliances. They can
‘boundary-ride’ between the various political rhetorics and
social paradigms to enthuse all sectors of society.”

social
Enterprising

non profits: A toolkit for social entrepreneurs
innovative, opportunity-oriented, resourceful, value-creating

change agents motivated, socially competent
intuitive

social
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Beyond “Winging It”



Gregory Dees further distinguishes between the two types of entrepreneurship on the basis
of motive: profit motive versus social motive, and social entrepreneurs’ use of profit to achieve
social gains. The tension between the values inherent in profits-for-business versus profits-for-
social change is very real. To“love the ‘thrill of the kill’ … as long as no-body gets hurt,” like the
practitioner we quoted above, is a subtle and never-ending balancing act.

How can these insights help us address the SE sector’s big gap – support and training
specifically for SE professionals?

As mentioned earlier, our interviewees cobbled resources together to build successful SEs.
When asked about training opportunities, they considered an MBA or business diploma as most
transferable to the SE setting. However, while these programs provide some necessary skills,
their emphasis on the private, for-profit sector presents challenges. The MBA and business
mentality emphasizes“monetary profit first” to meet corporate mandates of maximizing value for
shareholders. To add a course to an existing MBA or business diploma program does not
recognize the fundamental difference between profits-for-shareholders and profits-for-social-
change. This difference represents more than an add-on to traditional business training.

“You don’t learn that [the social] in business school, because in business school all the manager
has to do is manage the financial bottom line, pay some lip service to environment as long as it
doesn’t conflict too much with profits. Whereas a social enterprise is all about sustaining
yourself financially while at the same time fulfilling your social goals.”

“Going between worlds of business and NFP [not-for-profit] – both have an all or nothing
mentality. Business’s bottom line is money and NFP bottom line is social. The challenge in
finding the balance is where the success is, getting those two to mesh. It is a constant juggling
act, making decisions: choices in staffing, how to support a worker, etc. Balance is ‘in your face’
all the time.”

8
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Social Enterprise Skills

General Business Skills

cost estimates

balance sheet

profit/loss

financial forecasting

sales

communications

business writing

financing

negotiating contracts

risk management

insurance practice

business planning

tracking time efficiencies

business accounting

networking

market research

employment standards

data and record keeping

quality control

maintain social values

communicate values

effectively

proposal writing and

fundraising

research and writing

build rapport with clients and

employees

understand the role of

government

understand and navigate

social support networks

advocacy

industry lingo

systems for invoices

logistics and flow of materials

warehouse management

deliveries

task analysis,

proper job descriptions

time trials

employable standard

time motion studies

bidding jobs

tracking times on jobs

product

sales database

computerized inventory

system

organizing production

processes
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Social Service Skills

Industry-Specific Skills

Our 11 interviewees listed the combination of skills and knowledge needed to manage their
enterprises. The three skills areas divided into general business, social service, and industry-specific
skills (see sidebar,“Social Enterprise Skills”). These skills were gained through college/university
education, networking, community courses, consultant support, and previous job experience.

However, there is a group of skills or an adaptation of skills specific to the SE context for which
little training or support is currently available. These are the skills and knowledge that are not
being delivered through traditional business or social service education, and reflect the values
conflict between business-for-profit and business-for-social-change. Issues related to organiza-
tional structures, marketing, leadership styles, measuring success, and human resource manage-
ment (among others) are fundamentally different practices within the context of an SE. One could
find each of these topics in any MBA course, but the content would be different, and needs to be
different, if applied to training for SE.

Issues related to organizational structures, marketing, leadership styles,
measuring success, & human resource management are fundamentally
different practices within the context of an SE. One could find each of
these topics in any MBA course, but the content would be different, &
needs to be different, if applied to training for SE.
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For example, marketing leads to a discussion of ethics and
values. Nonprofits are used to telling stories of their clients to
pull heart-strings and open wallets. Businesses are used to
marketing a“customer-first” angle based on price, efficiency,
lifestyle, etc. An SE may find it difficult to market a business
with a compelling social mission while protecting the privacy of
its employees from public attention. Finding the marketing
balance involves a discussion of enterprise expectations and
ethics surrounding employees and marketing messages. It also
involves a full understanding of customers, including the
nonprofit customer:

“Our PR message is business first and then we have an
interesting mission second, as opposed to what I thought
which was ‘Hey look – we’ve got an interesting concept here
and even more interesting, we are a business!’ But I found I
had to reverse it – the two are close and I had to learn which
was more preeminent. Be careful about pitching the social
thing too much because I think there is a perception that our
people are not professional.”
An interviewee explained that decision-making is another

example of the specificity of SE learning:
“Our decision-making process is more complex than in the
past. We need to consider every aspect of the business before
making a decision… we consider the impact on the whole
organization, the specific business, the manager and financial
situation: 1. Do we meet the mission of (the social enter-
prise)? 2. What is our marketing effort – in local chambers of
commerce, business fairs, marketing strategies, sponsored
initiative in terms of community give-back? 3. What is the
financial aspect? 4. How do we collaborate in supporting
employees in terms of professional relations, e.g., dealing with
social workers?”
To date, SE professionals have had to adapt traditional

business training models to the SE context. This is understand-
able for a new and emerging sector, but as SE solidifies its place
between private and social sectors, there needs to be a corre-
sponding shift in resources to meet the needs of new and
developing SE professionals: skill-specific training programs,
formal support structures, professional associations, mentor
programs, and a growing body of knowledge to inform the SE
sector. As Bob Doherty states,

“The sector needs to invest in its managers if they are to
become the business leaders of the future. It’s not enough to
add social enterprise modules on to existing management
degrees. The sector needs training that is specifically tailored
to meet their needs and delivered at a time that suits them
and their employees.”9

All of this points to making an investment, both in the
people that work in the SE field and in the sector itself. Amidst
the pressure of business start-up and growth, time and space is
needed to allow professionals to build skills. Strong SE
professionals who are able to work effectively to create,
maintain, and support their organizations are providing a
service for wider societal benefit and are worthy of the support
needed to do this job well. Winging it is no longer enough.
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